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Displaying Snipe fill the air along the main road, all the way from Keflavik airport to the Snaefellsnes peninsula, where 
a prospective stop beside a typical fast-flowing stream alongside route 56 produces three handsome drake Harlequins; 
not a bad start at all. After lunch in our hotel in Stykkishólmur, we decide to explore the local area, where the main 
target is White-tailed Eagle. From the back garden of the hotel, we scope dozens of Fulmars and Great Black-backs, 
attracted by something tasty in the water next to the sea wall. Driving slowly along a gravel track not far out of town, we 
soon enjoy a photo-shoot with a very obliging Golden Plover, posing right beside the track, with gorgeous golden-
spangled plumage, which is a perfect match for the tundra vegetation here. A little way further on, a Redshank sitting 
on a trackside fence post is equally confiding for the whirring cameras. As well as more Snipe, we also spot Black-
tailed Godwit, Whimbrel, Wheatear, Redwing, and a Raven, with a Redshank egg in its massive bill. Next, we are 
scoping a pair of Great Northern Divers in smart monochrome breeding plumage, plus a pair of displaying Red-
throated Divers, and a pair of White-tailed Eagles, sitting on a small islet in the bay, and all from the same vantage 
point! A closer look at the lake with the Red-throats, produces an amazing count of nineteen of these exotic birds, 
mostly paired up and frequently performing balletic courtship dances as they scoot across the lake surface together 
with open wings and outstretched necks. By the time we reach the end of the track, where it meets the shore, one of 
the eagles has moved on, but we all enjoy fantastic views of the remaining blonde-headed adult, with a stonking yellow 
bill, majestically surveying its realm from its island ‘throne’. On the return drive, we find a super little female Red-
necked Phalarope sitting on a small roadside pond, providing yet more footage for the cameras. 
 

 



After a ‘white night’ there are fifty shades of grey across the sky and on the sea this morning as we set sail across 
Breidafjördur Bay. Just ten minutes from the harbour, we spot our first Puffins, along with a pod of five Orcas, 
repeatedly breaking the calm surface with their long dorsal fins to reveal their grey and white flanks. Landing on the 
little island of Flatey, the welcoming party includes the ubiquitous Snipe, plus numerous Redshanks, Arctic Terns, 
Meadow Pipits and White Wagtails, with a Snow Bunting singing from the cliff tops, right at our feet! The target bird 
here is the very rare Grey Phalarope, but there are none to be seen among the shed loads of confiding Red-necked 
Phalaropes, which easily steal the show. Along the shore, there are also plenty of Eiders, many with tiny ducklings, 
along with Red-breasted Mergansers, Black Guillemots, Puffins and Kittiwakes. After a bird-filled morning, we catch the 
lunchtime ferry back to Stykkishólmur and head west along the wild coast of the remote Snaefellsnes peninsula to the 
cliffs of Þúfubjörg, where our target is Brünnich's Guillemot. There are plenty of Fulmars and Kittiwakes nesting on the 
cliffs here, plus a few Common Guillemots and Razorbills, but no sign of Brünnich's Guillemot, so we train the scopes 
on the rafts of Auks bobbing on the sea. With mist and drizzle, conditions are far from ideal, but we manage to pinpoint 
one Brünnich's Guillemot, with a shorter white-lined bill, bobbing and preening amongst all the Common Guillemots. 
On the way back to Stykkishólmur, scrutiny of a small gull roost produces plenty of Glaucous Gulls, as well as a 
second year Iceland Gull, from Greenland, with a ‘kinder’ face and more obviously protruding primaries. Further on, a 
roadside pool produces Whooper Swans and a pair of Scaup, while several Arctic Skuas add to the excitement. 
 

 
 

 
 



A singing Redwing is a ‘car park bird’ in Stykkishólmur, as we set off eastwards at 8.35am on a long but magnificently 
scenic drive. Just fifteen minutes into the journey, we spot a male Ptarmigan, in partially white and partially stone-
camouflaged plumage, followed fifteen minutes later by a pair of Harlequins and a pair of Goosanders, resting on the 
shore of beautiful Alftafjördur. After a stop for elevenses at Bru, someone asks if we should be “looking out for Short-
eared Owls”, and within minutes this magical straw-coloured bird appears alongside the road, while hunting at low 
level; a remarkable coincidence. If only birds could be called up so readily at any time! After lunch, our next new bird 
appears on cue along the braided streams of Heradsvötn, with several pairs of Pink-footed Geese nervously guarding 
their downy goslings. After a group photo with Santa, we visit Godafoss, where the Skjáfandafljót river cascades over 
one of the most impressive waterfalls in Iceland. From here it is a short drive to the famous Lake Mývatn, where we 
see more Harlequins along the fast-flowing Laxá river, which drains the lake. A quick visit to the western lake shore 
adds Gadwall, Wigeon, Common Scoter, Long-tailed Duck and Barrow’s Goldeneye to the trip list, so not bad at all for 
a travelling day. 

 

 
 

Today we stay local with a clockwise circuit of the ‘Fly Lake’, beginning with the Laxá river, for more views of smart 
Harlequins, diving in the turbulent water, just like the Torrent Ducks of the Andes. Following the northwest shore of the 
lake, we enjoy close views of the ‘usual suspects’ including drake Long-tailed Duck, Scaup, Common Scoter and 
Barrow’s Goldeneye, while the many Red-necked Phalaropes barely get a second glance now. Scanning a bay dotted 
with Wigeon, we pick out a lone drake American Wigeon, with mauve flanks, a green flash through the eye and an 
almost white crown. Further on a Great Northern Diver ‘anchored’ less than fifty yards from the road, provides a very 
obliging photo-shoot, and a stark contrast to the distant views of their grey shapes so often seen off the British coast in 
winter. The next new bird for the trip is a Slavonian Grebe, sitting tight on its nest, amongst emergent vegetation at the 
edge of a small roadside pool, whilst its mate ‘hovers’ in the background. From the top end of the lake, it’s a short drive 
east through a stony desert landscape, more reminiscent of North Africa than Northern Europe, to the Jökulsá á 
Fjöllum canyon where tons of glacial melt water thunder every second down a 147 foot sheer cliff, throwing up clouds 
of spray. This awesome spectacle is Dettifoss, Europe's mightiest waterfall! On the way back from the ‘desert’, we visit 
Námafjall Hverir, where the bare yellow Earth's crust is so thin that sulphurous steam heated by magma, gushes out 
from vents called fumaroles, while pools of grey mud boil and plop like cauldrons of overheated porridge. Back at the 
eastern side of the lake, the Birch woods at Höfdi are jam-packed with Redwings singing their wheezy songs, while 
pale grey Meally Redpolls show really well here, along with plenty of Barrow’s Goldeneye along the lake shore. By 
5pm, there is just time for a second look at the cliffs of Vindbelgjarfjall, which were shrouded in mist this morning, 
preventing any chance of spotting the ‘local’ Gyr Falcon. This time, the air is clear and a scan reveals a large pale grey 
falcon, sitting on a ledge. In the scope, it’s clearly our target, the iconic Gyr Falcon, but even more remarkable is a fly 
by Short-eared Owl, chased by a posse of Arctic Terns, right across the view of the falcon!; a fitting finale to an 
amazing day in an amazing place. 
 

 



It’s mid June and yet all the roads across the uninhabited interior of Iceland are still closed, due either to blockages of 
remaining snow or erosion by melt water, and so we have to follow a longer than planned route via the N1 ring road, in 
an anticlockwise direction, to reach our next hotel at Geysir. Along the way, a gorgeous mass of white, yellow and 
orange poppies, growing wild beside the road provides a welcome break for a photo-shoot, and further on we stop off 
at Blönduós, where a drake King Eider had been reported a few days earlier. We soon find a few more Glaucous Gulls, 
several immature Iceland Gulls and a Turnstone here, but the King has abdicated his position, although we do find his 
‘Queen’ amongst a crowd of ‘Commoners’! 
 

 
 
There’s an unfamiliar bright light up in the sky this morning, as we begin the day with a visit to a steaming site of 
geothermal activity across the road from the hotel, including the famous Geysir, which is a pool of hot water which 
ebbs and flows with a gentle welling action, gaining momentum each time, before exploding every few minutes with 
clockwork regularity into a plume of steam as high as a house! Our next stop on the ‘Golden Circle’ is Gullfoss, two 
spectacular waterfalls under one name, fed by melt water from the massive Langjökull glacier. Last stop on the ‘Circle’ 
is Þingvellir National Park on the North Atlantic rift between the Eurasian and North American tectonic plates, which 
are slowly tearing Iceland apart! A female Merlin dashes westwards across the rift trailed by a trio of noisy Redwings, 
while more Harlequins grace the rocky banks of the adjacent Öxará river which flows out of a gap in the rift. Last stop 
is Reykjavík for yet another delicious evening meal. 
 

 



It’s our last day in the field, and we begin by looking for a couple of recently reported Ring-necked drakes on 
Bessastadatjörn, not far west of Reykjavík. After a thorough scan through the Tufties and Scaup, we eventually find 
both drakes, showing nicely on the opposite side of the lake, while a single Barnacle Goose is a bonus, and it’s still 
only 9am. Heading west, we explore the lunar-like landscape of the barren Reykjanes peninsula, passing through a 
massive colony of Arctic Terns, with several posing obligingly on fence posts right next to the road to the Reykjanestá 
headland, which is still plastered in Kittiwake nests, although the Great Auks are sadly long gone. An unexpected 
Blackbird in a Gardur garden is new for the trip list, en route to our last stop at the point at Gardskagi where we find 
another Glaucous Gull, a couple of Iceland Gulls and a couple of Great Northern Divers. Meanwhile, there is an 
abundance of sea traffic passing to and fro offshore including lines of Razorbills and Guillemots and hundreds of 
Fulmars, Gannets and Arctic Terns, with several Manx Shearwaters occasionally racing by, bringing the trip list to a 
creditable 71 species seen.  
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